Give your machines a voice
Select color and animation options to allow for more intuitive indication in your facility

Gain control of your supply chain
Standardize on one model to simplify parts lists and purchasing

Customize indication and illumination to maximize productivity
Provide information and light so workers, equipment and processes can interact smoothly
Strip Lights

- Configure color, flashing, animation and intensity
- 13 colors plus 6 whites in six different length with two window options
- Standard illumination and indication plus timer, counter, distance and gauge modes

Tower Lights

- Configure color, flashing, rotation and intensity for each segment
- 14 colors, three segment types and two housing colors
- Classic segment control plus action, timer, counter and level modes

Indicators

- Configure color, flashing, intensity, rotation and audible
- 14 colors, three different sizes for machine or panel mount
- Simple wiring enables easy setup and reduces installation time

Actuators

- Configure color, animation, intensity and touch logic
- 14 colors, domed and compact housing, plus FDA and vibration feedback models
- Advanced touch technology with adjustable sensitivity for different environments